
This temporary, part-time position is made possible by support from the CCI Racial Equity Learn 

& Implement Grant of the SouthCoast Community Foundation in partnership with the Island 

Foundation.

Gallery X hiring event 

curator for new initiative

showcasing BIPOC creatives

Job Title: Special Exhibition Curator (Part-Time, Temporary)

Background Gallery X is set to kick off a new initiative to expand its work on racial 
diversity and equity. Part of this initiative includes promoting the work of 
BIPOC artists and creatives of Greater New Bedford in an upcoming 
program. The program will include a visual art exhibition, music, and other 
special performances showcasing BIPOC creatives as well as addressing 
issues of diversity and equity in the arts. To facilitate this program the 
organization is seeking to hire a Special Exhibition Curator who will join our 
team to organize and plan this program which is set to take place in July 
2024.

Description The Special Exhibition Curator will work alongside our executive director to 
determine the scope and direction of the program, develop a call for art for 
the visual exhibitions, solicit ideas for workshops and performances from 
artists and organizations, and assist with scheduling to ensure the successful 
implementation of the initiative’s goals. 

Desired Skills / 

Qualifications

The ideal candidate will be an artist (visual or performing) with strong 
communication skills and experience planning or coordinating an 
exhibition or event.
Ability to work both independently and with a small group.
Strong organizational skills and ability to set and meet deadlines.
Proficiency with social media.
Familiarity with arts and cultural organizations in the New Bedford area 
is a plus.

Pay $2200.00 stipend + 1 year free artist membership to Gallery X.
Partially remote, flexible working hours

To apply: Email resume to our executive director, Zachary White (GalleryXNB@gmail.com) 

along with a brief (3–5 sentence) explanation of why you are interested in the initiative and 

what makes you an ideal candidate for this program. Deadline to apply: February 12.


